
I, Julia Michelle Arnowitz, 
am caucused for the 
high and honorable 
position of your 58th 

Regional S’ganit 

My Sister B’nai B'rith Girls,
A forest is never just one tree, it takes hundreds of them to be grown before 
we can finally call it a forest. This is how I picture programming, a forest of 
trees that will never stop flourishing. Imagine each seed as its own program, 
awaiting soil, water, and sunlight to blossom. We as BBG’s are each of those 

crucial components of a program's growth and success. Over the last four years 
of my BBYO journey I have come to realize that programming is one of my biggest 
passions. However, I have also learned that there is no perfect program and now 
is the time to create a new and unique kind of soil that will allow our forest to 
be successful. Just as it takes time for trees to become a forest, we will also 
need patience to allow our programs to thrive, and I am confident it is my turn 

to step in and help our forest grow until it reaches our bright blue sky.
Submitted with undying love and dedication to planting a beautiful forest, 

I forever Remain,
Julia Michelle Arnowitz

 

Qualifications
Sababa BBG #2524
- Member in excellent 
standing since ‘13
- Chapter Shlicha ‘16-’17 (Full 
year term)
- Coordinated all Judaic 
programming of the 2016-2017 
programming year including 
Sabbaba and Achla’s annual 
Hannukah Party and our 
annual Passover meeting 
- Chapter Overnight ‘14, ‘15, ‘16
- TSI Mitzvah day ‘14, ‘15, ‘16�
- TSI Purim Carnival ‘17�
- Chapter Kickoff ‘13, ‘14, ‘15, 
‘16
- Led and coordinated 
multiple chapter programs 
since 9th grade
- Spring Fling ‘16 Committee�

Denotes Pending�
Denotes Steering�
Denotes Community Service�

CVR BBYO #17
- Fall Convention ‘14, ‘15, ‘16�
- Kallah ‘15, ‘16, ‘17
- Spring Convention ‘14, ‘15, ‘16, ‘17
- RLTI ‘16 
- Regional Kickoff ‘16
- BBGG/AZAA ‘15
- Beau Sweetheart ‘16, ‘17
- Zoolander ‘14, ‘15
- March Madness ‘15

International Order
- International Convention ‘17, 
‘18�
- ILTC ‘17�
Non-BBYO Qualifications
- Bat mitzvah ‘13
- Madricha at Temple B’nai 
Chaim in Georgetown, CT�
- URJ Crane Lake Camp ‘10-’15
- NFTY in Israel ‘16
- Student of the Jewish High 
School of CT since ‘15
- NFTY Northeast Leadership 
Summit ‘16

https://pixabay.com/en/tree-leaves-autumn-green-ecology-146947/
https://pixabay.com/en/tree-leaves-autumn-green-ecology-146947/
https://pixabay.com/en/apple-leaf-green-serrate-32661/
http://www.freestockphotos.biz/stockphoto/16816


Branching Out

Strengthen each trunk: Encourage counterparts to look 
to other chapters and regions for inspiration and new 

ideas
- Bring the IC chapter programming showcase to a 
regional level by having chapters submit their most 
successful program
- Create a useful, functional and up-to-date CVR 
program bank with the Regional S’gan 
- Work with Regional Sh’lichim to make a Judaic 
Programming bank and services bank
- Hold monthly calls so that s’ganim can share their 
programs with each other as well as discuss 
successes and failures

6 Programming leaves 

Water the tree: Blend folds together so that 
programs don’t look forced

- Encourage all counterparts to include at least 3/6 
different leaves so that programs will tend to multiple 
interests of current members, MITs, and prospects of 
that specific chapter 
- Bring back the “leaf of the month” system that 
stays specifically between the s’ganim 
- Work diligently with counterparts to make sure that 
all prospects, MITS, and current members are aware of 
all of the leaves and their purpose 
- Act with regional MIT Mom to enhance the 
sisterhood fold

Let Every Tree Blossom

Continue to Flourish: There is no perfect 
tree and there is always room for growth  
- By studying each tree thoroughly and 
having a call with my counterparts to 
discuss specifics, together we will water 
the tree and help it grow to its fullest 
potential 
- Push for non board members to 
coordinate and lead programs
- Make sure my counterparts know that I 
am here to help them by forming a strong 
connection with them at B’yachad/RLTI
- Evaluate each tree and make sure it is 
stronger than taller than the previous one 

Creating A Forest

Plant assorted seeds: Create diverse 
and successful steering committees 

- Create a system for counterparts to 
help them reach out to potential 
steerers and offer an incentive to 
those that do apply  
-Create steering committees that will 
be able to put together an amazing 
experience for both members and 
MITS 
- Work with the social committee to 
make sure that icebreakers will be 
appealing to MITS and members 

Finding our roots

Using new Soil: The roots of a tree are 
crucial,  in order for it to grow 

successfully you must use the right soil
- Work diligently with counterparts to 
make sure their original vision can be 
executed to the best of its ability 
- Make sure advisors are aware of the 
work their chapter is doing and that they 
are offering positive encouragement and 
suggestions 
- Make counterparts aware if their 
program is not written out to its fullest 
potential 


